“Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot is a nonprofit club dedicated to sharing our passion for fly fishing
by promoting fellowship, education and stewardship of our fishing resources.”
www.flyfishersofthebitterroot.org

July 2019 NEWSLETTER
There is no meeting- go fish!

SUMMER 2019 PROGRAM

SPEAKERS:

FFB MEMBERS

PROGRAM: “WHAT WE ALL DID THIS SUMMER….”
Just kidding folks… but be sure to get your photos & fish stories to me for the early
fall edition… ES

RECAP OF THE JUNE PROGRAM by Jim Kalkofen
The Rock and Blackfoot are his Stomping Grounds
George Kesel shared some great info with club members interested in fishing Rock Creek and the Blackfoot River. He
spoke eloquently about a favorite tactic – streamers, saying, “Streamers…It’s kind of what we do.” The reason is really
simple, “Big fish eat small fish,” he said. “Duh” is what many in the audience thought. But, he went on to explain how
he makes those lunker-sized trout eat. He fishes a streamer under an indicator, mending dramatically to imitate a
distressed minnow, calling this his “Slop Rig.”
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He hits the Blackfoot in February and March, weather permitting. But, mid- to late-June is the start-time of his river
assault. The transition from brown to green water and the water depth changes cause fish to move. Streamers are his
choice through August. “Those trout over 24 inches are looking for smaller fish unable to keep their positions. When
the water depth changes, that’s the time streamers shine,” he said. He is also a streamer advocate in the fall months.
For dry fly fishing, George said the upper region of the Blackfoot, although it has good insect hatches, would not be his
first choice. He did mention that it is full of bull trout, but cautioned anglers never to target them. The salmon fly hatch
is usually great which he fishes with a golden stone dropper. Caddis hatches offer a tremendous evening bite. The
spruce moth hatch is exceptional. With all the big bug opportunities, he said not many people fish small bugs.
Drawbacks to drifting the Blackfoot are the tough accesses. Many require a tow strap to pull boats out. But, he said
when drifting, the angler in the stern often has better luck with streamers than the bow fisherman. His final point made
sense, “Fish streamers as deep as possible.”
Rock Creek was described as a zoological society of bugs, with salmon flies the main attraction. It is now floatable (only
until July 1), and a Blue Ribbon river with 3,000 trout per mile. With good access points and 40 miles of river that can be
“walked into,” from above mile marker 11 or 12, the opportunities are endless.
Good advice from his years of time on the Rock included wearing studded boots. “The rocks we affectionately call slick
baby heads,” he said, “It is not fun wading this boulder field.”
The bugs are similar to the Blackfoot with Spruce Moths flitting about from the end of August through September. Near
Missoula, a great May Fly hatch exists. Euro-nymphing is popular here. Near Philipsburg, nymphs are his choice because
he said many fish don’t rise. Rock Creek scenery is beautiful, which all of us who have fished it agree. He also tied some
of his “go-to” streamer patterns after the presentation.
It doesn’t take much to fire up club members and George’s presentation did just that.

Upcoming Programs
July, August, September—no meetings
October 1st, Brendan Bannigan [Grizzly Hackle] Fishing for Pike
November—Christmas Island- the Ladies way
December- Annual meeting & Elections
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FLY OF THE MONTH July/ August 2019

GEORGETOWN LAKE EVENING CADDIS
By Leon Powell
The Georgetown evening caddis is an adaptation of the Trimmer Line Skater introduced by club member Bob
Pearcy as September 2015 fly of month. In his instructions he mentioned that the pattern could be adapted
for the Georgetown Lake Motorboat Caddis. I followed Bob’s tying instructions using the following materials
list:
Hook: Cabela’s
Thread: Olive 6/0
Extension: .080” Green Trimmer Line
Body: Olive 1mm Foam or Olive dubbing of your choice
Hackle: Grizzly dyed Olive
Rib: Small Gold wire
Wing: Elk hair

After removing/bending down the barb and securing the
hook in the vise, secure the thread at the eye. The idea of
the trimmer line is to extend the body of the fly 3/16 th 1/4th of an Inch in front of the eye of the hook. Cut the
trimmer line to the length needed and secure it on top of
the hook. The line I bought has small ridges which create
an indentation which helps position the line on top of the
hook. In addition to wrapping the thread from the eye
back to the curve to secure the line to the hook, I also
recommend securing the line with a small amount of
super glue.

Bob Pearcy Picture

Tie in the hackle and gold wire just behind the trimmer line. If using dubbing, dub the body up to the eye and
palmer the hackle feather forward to the eye. Counter wrap the gold wire forward to help secure the hackle
and dubbing. If using the foam, cut it into a thin strip 3/16th of an inch wide. Secure the foam and wrap
forward to the eye. Palmer the hackle feather forward to the eye of the hook and counter wrap the gold wire
forward to help secure the hackle and foam.
Use a small amount of dubbing and dub forward on the trimmer line from the eye almost to the end of the
trimmer line and back enough to tie in the elk hair over wing on the trimmer line extention in front of the eye.
(careful not to hide the eye) Tie off the thread and finish with head cement .
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Summer 2019 Fly Of the Month #2

Trico Spinner
By Bill Wichers

Materials:
Hook – size 16 or 18 medium or light weight scud hook
Tail - none
Abdomen - tying thread (8/0 black for a male trico, cream or chartreuse for a female trico)
Wing – 2 strands of pearl crystal flash mixed with a sparse amount of white organza, widow’s web, crinkle
hair, McFlylon, polypro or EP fibers
Thorax – small amount of black dubbing
I use scud hooks because even the lightweight ones seem to hold big fish better than standard dry fly hooks of
the same size. Plus, I tie a one-size smaller body on the hook – I’ll tie a size 18 body on a size 16 scud hook,
starting the abdomen at the hook bend and wrapping forward. Tricos have short, fat bodies, so make the
abdomen rather thick.
You can either tie the wing in first (which I usually do) or second, after you’ve built the abdomen. Figure 8wrap the wings to the hook and add a thin noodle of black dubbing to the thread. Figure 8-wrap the dubbing
around the wings to form a ball-shaped thorax. Add one or two (I do two) whip finishes and you are finished.
I don’t use head cement on this fly, hence the two whip finishes. Trim the wings so they are a little longer
than the body.
I don’t do tails on this fly because the fish don’t care, tails take time, can be a pain to tie in and while tails help
float this fly, I don’t care if it floats (because you usually can’t see it anyway) and it’s equally effective floating
or sinking just below the surface. I also wonder if stiff micro fibbet tails might interfere with hook sets at
times on tiny flies like these.
Tricos are a very small mayfly, but can be unbelievably abundant at times in good habitat. Even big trout will
key in on tricos during this hatch. The spinner fall is the best time to fish this pattern, usually starting early in
the morning and sometimes lasting through late morning. Tricos hatch in some streams beginning in mid-July
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and can persist into October as multiple generations are produced during the summer. The eggs laid in July
can hatch in August and eggs from August hatch in September or October.
This is a very simple but effective fly, but it is difficult to see, so you need to use it in tandem with a dry fly
pattern that is visible. I like to use a hopper or tan cdc caddis as the indicator fly with this trico pattern, as you
can get strikes on these patterns as well. When trout are rising to trico spinners, dead drift these flies over
rising fish and set the hook lightly if your indicator fly moves. In states like Wyoming and Idaho that allow 3 or
more flies, use an indicator fly with two tricos. I put the first trico 18 – 24 inches below the indicator fly and
the second trico 12 – 16 inches below the first trico. And I use 4.5 or 5X tippet to the trico(s), even though I
get more strikes on 6 or 7X. Even my subtle hook sets are usually too strong on larger fish as I break most of
them off on 6 or 7X. I dress the trico with floatant before I fish it, and sometimes freshen it with dry powder,
but it fishes well whether it’s floating, sinking or laying on its side, so don’t worry if it’s not floating – just keep
an eye on your indicator fly.

A letter from your EDITOR
It isn’t often that I “write” to you members as your editor but heaven knows I have as a President,
events coordinator and as the only one who has an official soapbox!
As we all spread out for summer fun, fishing, hiking, birding or whatever you find as an
enjoyable way to spend time, please spend some of this time thinking about the club and its future. The
Board has asked numerous times for help. A few of you have stepped forward to help, but more
commitment is needed. I personally am shouldering way too much—not healthy for me and dangerous
position for the club to be in to have so much dependent on one person.
There are OVER 140 of you out there—figure out how each one of you can help! I do not want a
lot from anyone, but I do need a little from each one of you. I believe in the club, but it takes a
community of people to keep it going. Send me an email or call or text me—I am there to listen and
let’s see if we can make it happen.
You do not need to be on the Board to help. As a matter of fact, most stuff should happen
outside the Board with only a liaison need to report progress back to the Board. FFB’s “Official
Playbook” is nearly done—job descriptions are available for all positions and SOPs are done for our
events.
Whether you choose to help by selling raffle tickets at a meeting, helping at sign in at our
monthly meeting or a special event, setting up or cleaning up at an outing, acting as an organizational
chair for an event, coming up with a program, or something else—participate!
Think about it everyone!
As always,
Estelle
406-381-0474 je@shuttleworthje.com
Give me a reason to be your
Editor for 2020
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Special Needs Day, June 2nd 2019
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2019 OUTINGS & EVENTS
July 10-14th Georgetown Lake outing -- “Headquarters” will be in Lodgepole Campground.
Pot Luck dinner Friday night the 12th…. Different protocol! Bring your own meat, beverages
and a dish to share. Club only supplies the BBQ briquettes.
Spaces can be reserved on Recreation.gov.- if any left……..
Perhaps the highlight of the FFB outings, is the annual Georgetown Lake trip. Georgetown is a high (6,000 ft),
shallow, weedy lake of 3,000 acres, which supports incredible trout numbers. Primarily a Rainbow trout lake,
there are also good numbers of Brookies and Kokanee present. Trout up to 15 pounds have been reported,
with a good number of 20-plus inches, 4 pound Rainbows not uncommon!
Our club trip has evolved into a multi-day campout, with almost 3 dozen attendees last year! Although day
trippers were also common, it's much more fun to come and stay, sharing the day's fishing with fellow FFBers
around a campfire
There are hatches on Georgetown that can only be labeled...."events"....Damsel flies, callibaetis, and the
incredible Traveling Sedge in July. The Sedge hatch is NOT for the "faint of heart"! I personally experienced
such an event during our trip last year. When these big, skittering bugs hatch, and are on the water (usually
late afternoon), and the trout key on them, the only word to describe it is ..."violent"!!
It doesn't last long, but it was one of the most incredible 90 minutes of fishing I have ever had!
The fishing underneath is exceptional as well, with Damsel nymphs, Buggers, Chronimids, Hares Ears, and
Pheasant-tails, among many others. Once you find the trout's favorite "fly-du-jour", hang on for some great
fishing! This is truly great stillwater fishing in July, with the stunning scenery and wildlife of the Georgetown
lake area on full display- Ed Gannon edandck@gmail.com

Open Letter to FFB- Leon Powell July 2018
Have you ever:
Had the opportunity to do something that you haven’t done for several years?
Been in a position that makes you dependent on others to help you do it?
Been blessed with the kind of friends that give unselfishly of their time and money to ensure the success of this
opportunity?
Been a part of an organization that encourages and supports this attitude from the members?
Made friends with folks simply because they enjoy the same activity and ideals?

Well I Did:
Benefit from this phenomenon first hand when I decided to attend the Georgetown outing.
Have the pleasure of the company of numbers of these unselfish and generous friends.
Enjoy myself more than I have for many years.
Run up debts that I may never be able to repay.

So I:
Thank all Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot who attended the great outing at Georgetown Lake, 2018.
Thank specifically Dorreen & Phil Romans, Albert “the cook” Hendricks, Estelle (jefe) Shuttleworth, & Ed “big fish”
Gannon.Thanks, most of all, my friends and roommates for the outing: Ken Quinn, Dick Ellis, & Denny Westover.
So: Let’s do it again this year!
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August 18th Annual Picnic & Fundraiser—
Hannon House- Steve Lilburn’s place
(144 Hannon Lane, Darby 59829) Go South of Darby. If
you cross over the Bitterroot, you just passed Steve's
place on the left….

***Start time 5 pm***
Cost: Free for members. $10.00 donation requested from non-members
Please RSVP : Diane Davis- email is dianetdavis@yahoo.com and let us know what you are
bringing- appetizer, salad, side or dessert- and how many in your party!. We want to ensure that we have
enough steaks and a good variety of other dishes for everyone. Thanks!
Meat, beer & water supplied by the FFB
Bring your own soda, wine, camp chairs and a dish to share

FOR THE SIDE DISHES: if your last name ends in:
A to H: bring an appetizer
I to P: bring a side dish or salad
Q to Z: bring a dessert.
If it's Hoot Owl time, it's BBQ time for FFB! Our Club's annual picnic & steak burn will be held at the usual place
on Sunday, August 18th 2019. Steve Lilburn's is the farm house complex on the east side of Highway 93 just
before you would cross the Bitterroot at Hannon or turn up the West Fork (Must it be said?: Do NOT cross
bridge to Hannon or turn up the West Fork Road!) The Club will have a sign on the fence next to the
driveway.
We generally get started around 5PM, but you can come a bit earlier if you wish to flaunt your casting skills on
Steve's casting pond, play a round on the "golf" course, a game of bocci ball, or meander down the River from
the house. Steaks usually start getting burned at 6 pm.
The Club provides charred steaks (hi Chef Albert), beer, plates and cutlery, plastic cups, and water We typically
have from 60-80 folks in attendance so please bring a dish to share with 8-10 people. So, think beans, potato
salad, green salad, other salads, corn muffins, rolls, pies, cookies, dips, chips, etc. Don't forget hats, caps and
sun screen and your name tag! There will be a sign in table.
Lastly, brush up your best fishing yarns. There is usually a whole lot of exaggeration going on.

Sept 10-14th

Hebgen Lake-“Headquarters- Electric loop C” at Rainbow Point campground on
Hebgen Lake, spaces can be reserved on Recreation.gov.... there are more than 10 hotels and lodges, within
10 miles of the Lake, and numerous other B&B sites. They include Best Western, Days Inn, the Madison Hotel,
Stagecoach Lodge, Crosswinds, Moose Creek, Travelers, Kelly Inn, and the White Buffalo. We will have a "potluck" night Friday or Saturday night the 13th or 14th, and warm campfires to tell lies at.....
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NEWS AND NOTES
Commission to hear FWP proposal for fishing access site on West Fork of
the Bitterroot PERRY BACKUS pbackus@ravallirepublic.com May 29, 2019
Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks will take its first public step forward toward the acquisition of 100 acres of
prime river lands for a permanent fishing access site along the West Fork of the Bitterroot Thursday. FWP
officials will meet with the Ravalli County Commission at 9 a.m. to explain the agency’s proposal to acquire the
WW White Memorial Fishing Access Site located near the corner of the West Fork and Conner Cutoff roads.
The state has been leasing the area from the landowners for years. Even with its limited parking, it has
becoming a popular place for fishermen.
The 100 acres includes a little more than a half-mile of West Fork of the Bitterroot River frontage, 68 acres of
river-bottom forested floodplain habitat and 32 acres of upland Ponderosa pine-dominated forested habitat,
which also provides access to national forest lands.
The proposal envisions the potential for developing about 3 acres for recreational use, including a vault toilet,
gravel access roads, parking areas, camp sites and a primitive boat launch. A 2016 appraisal of the area that is
currently leased by FWP came in at $700,000. FWP and the landowners have agreed to a sales price of
$600,000.
FWP is requesting $150,000 from the Montana Fish and Wildlife Conservation Trust, which would be used as
seed money to hopefully spur additional investment from other potential funding partners that could include
the Ravalli County Open Lands Bond, sportsmen’s organizations, FWP’s Fishing Access Site Program and other
private contributions.
The trust was established by U.S. Congress and funded by proceeds from the sale of federally leased cabin
sites on Canyon Ferry Reservoir. The purpose of the trust was to create a permanent source of funding for
acquisition of publicly accessible land in Montana that would conserve fisheries and wildlife habitat, enhance
public hunting and fishing and improve public access to public lands.
The public comment period on proposed funding for the WW White Memorial FAS ends June 10. The trust’s
board will review comments and act on the proposal at its June 19 meeting. If everything lines out in the way
FWP envisions, the 100 acres could be publicly owned by summer 2020.
“The current property owners have a strong desire to see the property in public ownership and are willing to
sell the land at a price well below the appraised value to make sure the conservation and recreational values
of the property are permanently protected,” said FWP Regional Supervisor Randy Arnold in a letter to the
trust’s board.
“This property encompasses a fantastic mosaic of habitat types along the West Fork of the Bitterroot River
that provides habitat for a range of game animals as well as birds, amphibians and furbearers,” Arnold wrote.
“The portion of the river that flows through the property is an angler’s dream water, with side channels and
log jams begging to be explored with a fly or lure.
“The entire property is full of sign of elk, moose, deer and wild turkeys, and the upland portion of the property
would enhance access to the beautiful public lands in the Bitterroot National Forest,” he wrote. Becky Peters
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of the Bitterroot Audubon Society said that organization supports the proposal. “The Bitterroot River corridor
has some of the most productive bird habitat in our valley,” Peters wrote. “We are confident that our
members and their families will be frequent visitors to the site to experience the range of bio diverse habitats.
We are also confident that the many tourists known for coming to our Bitterroot River will find the fishing,
wildlife viewing and bird watching at this site to more than memorable.”
The project is in the early phases of development. This is the first public funding request. Montana FWP’s
public acquisition process will occur in the near future and more project details will be provided during that
process. The public will have additional opportunity to offer input.

"Ethically all trout belong to fishermen that love them well, and quite as ethically is it true that
fishermen who do not love the fish they take, but take them only for the excitement of the
moment, to dishonor them afterward, are in point of fact merely poachers upon the riffles and
pools of their betters." Russell Chatham, Dark Waters, 1989
"Fishing is one of the least complicated endeavors available to human beings, yet of all the
popular sports its devotees are the most likely to go off the deep end equipment wise. I
recently saw a new fishing vest with so many pockets inside and out that you'd be round if you
put something in each one." Russell Chatham, Dark Waters, 1989
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WATER FORUM EVENTS IN July & August
Pint Night at the Blacksmith Brewery- July 5th
Join us for the First Friday in July (5th) at the Blacksmith Brewery in Stevensville. Come raise a pint in support
of bringing our community together to protect, enhance, and restore the waters we all rely on.

AUGUST 9 & 10TH 2019

5K & RIVER CLEAN UP

As you gear up for summer we hope you’ll keep our August events on your Calendar! The Run for the River
5K and the Bitterroot River Clean up are summer staples in the Valley—Katie Program coordinator

River Clean Up 2019 - Saturday, August 10th
How to Sign Up: Use the map to decide which stretch you would like to clean. Then use the sign-up forms!
Pick up supplies: Gloves and trash bags will be available for pickup at all Valley Fly shops and the BRWF office.
178 South 2nd Street in Hamilton.
Available two weeks leading up to event. Feel free you use your own trash bags if you'd prefer.
Trash Drop Off: 4:00-6:00 PM at Hamilton's Kiwanis River Park. Drop off trash at the entrance and then join us in the
park for a FREE BBQ Dinner and a chance to win some prizes for volunteering!
(Volunteer recognition and prize awarding will be at 5:30)
Visit our website to sign up for these events: www.brwaterforum.org
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Annual Bitterroot River Cleanup August 10
The annual river cleanup is scheduled for August 10 with a pre-event pint night from 4-7 PM on August 8 at
Higher Ground Brewery. The original river cleanup was organized by Phil and Dorreen Romans about 2006.
They were assisted by FFB member Bill Gouin, who arranged for three 30 foot dumpsters to be placed at
strategic locations, and by architect Lee Keirig, who prepared a map that divided the valley into workable
sections. Then they began the major task of recruiting volunteers to do the actual work. Eddy O and Doug
Nation assisted. Boy Scouts, local ranchers, church and school groups participated. Albertsons sent a team
from Missoula. There even was a scuba group that worked the deep holes. And Dorreen organized a
barbeque to reward the volunteers. It's difficult to imagine the work that was seeded to start such an event
from scratch. However, as Phil remembers, "It was GREAT!!!" After three years, Don McCourdy at First
security Bank took over the cleanup, which ultimately became the responsibility of the Bitterroot Water
Forum.
Phil and Dorreen have seen tons of trashed removed from the river, things such as cars and car parts,
mattresses, lawn mowers, furniture to smaller items such as pampers and plastic. In 2019 the river is much
cleaner than it was in 2006, thanks to the Romans and all those that have participated in the cleanup,
including many FFB members. But while the volume of trash removed is less today than it was in 2006, the
annual cleanup still is needed. So the Water Forum continues the good work. Those wishing to participate
this year can go to the forum's office in Hamilton or go to brwaterforum.org and then to "What Can You Do"
where you will find a map displaying the sections and where you can sign up. There are water and floating
sections. There also is a guide to noxious weeds. Trash drop off is at Kiwanis Park from 4-6 PM and is
followed by a barbeque for participants.
So we salute Phil and Dorreen Romans, Don McCourdy, the folks at the Water Forum, and all those FFB
members that have participated in this event.

2017 FFB member participants: Steve Hollowell, Ken Quinn, Phil Romans & Dick Ellis
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FISH REPORTS, PHOTOS & GRINS
NOXON Reservoir outing report
After a beautiful drive along the swollen, mighty Clark Fork river, we arrived in Trout Creek with sunny skies
and 81 degrees. The shorts and t-shirts changed quickly, as 90 minutes later, we were below 60 degrees with a
howling wind. A purple-velvet storm front rolled in from the Northwest, bringing heavy rain and some
lightning. We never again went north of 60 degrees for the entire stay.
Nevertheless,... undaunted.... the intrepid, 16 fearless, sodden, FFB'ers went to work on some fish
...... the amazing part was the variety of species....! Everything that the State of Montana has ever stocked, is
in that water. The biggest of all, was a 38-inch, 16-pound Northern Pike that Jim K. caught on some type of
spinner-bait. Many more Pike were caught, taking various types of flies. Brown Trout, were numerous..... up
to, and including a beautifully colored 5-pound, 24- incher that Phil landed. There were Rainbows, up to 4pounds, a large Cutt-bow, and Bull Trout, like Ed's 25-inch, 5-pounder.... Largemouth Bass, up to 5 pounds, a
couple Walleye, dozens and dozens of fat, sassy Perch...all day, everyday.....! We coulda, shoulda, woulda,
didn't, keep any....Had we known that we would have hit them like that. ...we would have had one wonderful
Perch fillet fish-dry for the Pot-luck!! (Next time......fur sure!!!)
Most surprising, was the number of Lake Whitefish caught...gargantuan 6-7 pounders that fought like
demons........they looked like the river Whitefish, after being exposed to Chernobyl.... but providing really
intense battles....Midge and Mayfly hatches would come off every afternoon and evening, And, at the very last
hour of fishing, Ed boated a 9-pound, 26-inch Pike-minnow (Squawfish??) that seemed to come from another
dimension....
Every time someone hooked a fish, it was a guess as to what it was.. all this , in between
periodic downpours.
There were maritime dilemmas as well.....on one boat, a set of vice-grips became the steering mechanism.
Another was launched without the plug in.........twice......

And, a brand-new boat suffered mysterious

leaks.....(still under warranty....it WILL go back....)
Not like the "Titanic" leak, but still annoying....
The timing for the thunderstorms seemed ironically aimed at us....the night of the potluck....the skies
opened up just as we started the charcoal.... we were left huddled under the awning of one RV, like we were
trying to break the world record for most people in a phone booth....
But, we filled up on DELICIOUS
appetizers, drowned our sorrows with various beverages, solved another Colo-rectal conduit calamity that
Doreen had, and pondered which one of us had angered the Weather Gods to this extent...
15 minutes
after the last of us went back to our sites, the Sun poked through briefly, and revealed new snow on top of
the mountains across the river...
But, it was a lovely RV-campground, and we will do it again next year, probably a little later, around the
Summer Solstice. The weather should be better, the river flow down, and most of us armed with new
information from this year...
"What doesn't kill us makes us stronger".....but, maybe wetter too............:)
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Cold wet miserable weather but we had a great time!
What a plethora of fish caught: northern pike, brown trout, cutthroat, perch, rainbow, bull trout, lake white
fish, Largemouth bass and Walleye too…!

Nobody said life would be easy, they just promised it would most likely be worth it."
ENJOY LIFE NOW - IT HAS AN EXPIRATION DATE!
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Fish Report: THE BEAVERHEAD RIVER-DILLON, MT by Denny Westover June 9, 2019
Although the country around the Beaverhead is pastoral and scenic the Beaverhead itself is certainly not calendar cover
material. The river flows out of the Clark Canyon reservoir and snakes its way through the Beaverhead Valley – the same
wide open country that welcomed Lewis and Clark to southwest Montana. The river can best be described as
meandering irrigation ditch, the lifeblood of the valleys cattle ranchers. What it lacks in beauty however, it more than
makes up for as a world class brown and rainbow trout incubator. A classic tailwater stream, fed by clear cold water
surging from the bottom of Clark Canyon dam. The river is a magnet for fly addicts frustrated by runoff conditions
affecting the most of Montana’s steams during May and June. The first ten miles of river below the dam is home to 3000
brown and rainbow trout per mile – this section of the river is like “muscle beach” for trout – fish stacked up shoulder to
shoulder and averaging 18 to 22 inches with a fair number ranging up to 26+. Every time you hook up you can expect the
have your butt kicked by and angry brown or a rocket propelled rainbow. Don’t expect to land every fish you hook –
experienced anglers may net 50% of their hookups and rookies may never bring a fish to hand but you will pump a year’s
supply of adrenalin in the process. June water flows mean knee to thigh deep wading in surprisingly fast water but the
bottom structure of golf ball and smaller size gravel makes getting around eminently doable even for a 76 yr old with a
bum knee.
Beaverhead fish are fussy eaters and they prefer finger food rather than Big Mac’s. The early June menu is exclusively
size 20 blue wing olive nymphs and scuds. Split back BWO’s and Ray Charles scuds are the preferred fare fished on the
bottom off a heavily weighted double fly rig with an indicator. If your indicator isn’t ticking bottom you aren’t in the
zone and you are in for a day of casting practice. One or two 3/0 split shot usually do the trick depending on depth and
current flows. Leader tippets should be 3X fluorocarbon and leaders at least 2-3 times the depth you are fishing. Nothing
unusual about the presentation – up and across and mend the float to at least 40 feet below you. Takes are violent and
half the time you won’t have to set the hook. By the time you realize you are hooked up Mr Brown is airborne and a foot
from the opposite bank. Your job now is the keep that rocket on the end of your line from cleaning your clock! Yes,
brown trout do jump and so do rainbows and they are expert at removing size 20 hooks with violent head shake or two.
An occasional super hot rainbow will make a bonefish run look mild by comparison. If you manage to hang on to one of
these hogs you are going to need a BIG net.
A five weight nine foot rod will do nicely on the Beaverhead but a longer rod will allow you to mend more line and cover
more territory. I fish a 3 weight eleven foot three inch rod with a double taper line and find it ideal for covering the
water. Because of the high fish-per-mile density you don’t need to cover a lot of water in a day’s fishing to put up big
numbers. A recent trip to the Beaverhead brought more than 25 fish to hand in two days of fishing the same 100 foot
stretch of water. The Beaverhead is drift able but I prefer to wade especially when I fish the river near the dam. I advise
being on the water early (7am) as many of the best runs are occupied by 9am. If you decide to float check the regs as
there are restrictions similar to those now in effect on other Montana rivers.
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Mississippi River last week. After fishing the river for more
than 30 years, it keeps drawing me back, mainly for smallies
and muskies. But, nothing wrong with walleyes like this.
Jim K.
A beautiful Ruby River brown trout—Jay H.

A rare Missouri River Brook
Trout! Caught by club member
Don Algie . His guide Darrell (
holding the fish) was very
excited, as you can tell……

"Eventually, all things merge into one, and a river runs through it. The river was cut by the world's
great flood and runs over rocks from the basement of time. On some of the rocks are timeless
raindrops. Under the rocks are the words, and some of the words are theirs.
Norman Maclean, A River Runs Through It, 1976
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My two weeks of fishing in Rhode Island
for Striped Bass were a mixed bag mainly
because the weather was so crappy.
Rain and wind bugged us the whole time
.We did manage to catch quite a few
Bass but hey that's fishing:you go when
you can, stay as long as you can and
hope the fishing is good. It is always
,however ,nice to see old friends
regardless of the fishing. Warren Johns
Picture is of my friend with a striped
bass……
One fine sunny father’s Day weekend a trio of Lovely left-handed ladies, lusting after fish lips ,floated the
legendary west fork of the Bitterroot River. It is a story to rival all others- days filled with laughter, sunshine,
friendship and joy. Oh, and lots of fish of too!

Estelle

Sally Roberts and I had a great two days floating the West Fork with fellow club member & Guide Jenny West.

Robert Traver, writing about opening day. "The true fisherman approaches the first day of fishing
with all the sense of wonder and awe of a child approaching Christmas." Trout Madness 1989
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The Way it Was …….. EarnEst HEmingway

by Dick Ellis

Ernest Hemingway needs no introduction. Most people are familiar with his interest in hunting big game and
in pursuing trophy fish in the salt. Many may also have read "The Big Two-Hearted River," a heavily
autobiographical story of the healing influence of fly fishing on an individual returning from war. That story
was set in northern Michigan where Hemingway spent many youthful summers in the family cabin. The story
that follows was published in 1920 in the Toronto Star, a newspaper that employed Hemingway as a foreign
correspondent two years later. Those interested in reading more of Hemingway's fishing stories can
find Hemingway on Fishing (edited by Nick Lyons) in the library in Hamilton.-The best fishing in the world is in the rapids of the Canadian Soo. There the rainbow have been taken as large
as fourteen pounds from canoes that are guided through the rapids and halted at the pools by Ojibwa and
Chippewa boatmen. It is a wild and nerve-frazzling sport and the odds are in favor of the big trout who tear off
thirty or forty yards of line at a rush and then will sulk at the base of a big rock and refuse to be stirred into
action by the pumping of a stout fly rod aided by a fluent monologue of Ojibwayian profanity. Sometimes it
takes two hours to land a really big rainbow under those circumstances.
The Soo affords great fishing. But it is a wild nightmare kind of fishing that is second only in strenuousness to
angling for tuna off Catalina Island. Most of the trout, too, take a spinner and refuse a fly, and to the ninetynine percent pure fly fisherman, there are no one hundred percenters, that is a big drawback.
Of course the rainbow trout of the Soo will take a fly but it is rough handling them in that tremendous volume
of water on the light tackle a fly fisherman loves. It is dangerous wading in the spots that can be waded too,
for a misstep will take the angler over his head in the rapids. A canoe is a necessity to fish the very best water.
Altogether it is a rough, tough, mauling game, lacking in the meditative qualities of the Izaak Walton school of
angling. What would make a fitting Valhalla for the good fisherman when he dies would be a regular trout
river with plenty of rainbow trout in it jumping crazy for the fly.
There is such a one not forty miles from the Soo called the-well, called the river. It is about as wide as a river
should be and a little deeper than a river ought to be and to get the proper picture you want to imagine in
rapid succession the following fade-ins:
A high pine-covered bluff that rises steep up out of the shadows. A short sand slope down to the river and a
quick elbow turn with a little flood wood jammed in the bend and then a pool.
A pool where the moselle-colored water sweeps into a dark swirl and expanse that is blue-brown with depth
and fifty feet across.
There is the setting.
The action is supplied by two figures that slog into the picture up the trail along the riverbank with loads on
their backs that would tire a packhorse. These loads are pitched over the heads onto the patch of ferns by the
edge of the deep pool. That is incorrect. Really the figures lurch a little forward and the tump line loosens and
the pack slumps onto the ground. Men don't pitch loads at the end of an eight-mile hike.
One of the figures looks up and notes the bluff is flattened on top and that there is a good place to put a tent
.The other is lying on his back and looking straight up in the air. The first reaches over and picks up a
grasshopper that is stiff with the fall of the evening dew and tosses him into the pool.
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The hopper floats straddle-legged on the water of the pool an instant, an eddy catches him and then there is a
yard-long flash of flame and a trout as long as your forearm has shot into the air and the hopper has
disappeared.
"Did you see that?" gasped the man who had tossed in the grasshopper.
It was a useless question, for the other, who a moment before would have served as a model for a study
entitled "Utter Fatigue," was jerking his fly rod out of the case and holding a leader in his mouth.
We decided on a McGinty and a Royal Coachman for the flies and at the second cast there was a swirl like the
explosion of a depth bomb, the line went taut and the rainbow shot two feet out of water. He tore down the
pool and the line went out until the core of the reel showed. He jumped, and each time he shot into the air we
lowered the tip and prayed. Finally he jumped and the line went slack and Jacques reeled in. We thought he
was gone and then he jumped right under our faces. He had shot upstream toward us so fast that it looked as
though he were off.
When I finally netted him and rushed him up the bank and could feel his huge strength in the tremendous
muscular jerks he made when I held him flat against the bank, it was almost dark. He measured twenty-six
inches and weighed nine pounds and seven ounces.
That is trout fishing
From “THE BEST RAINBOW TROUT FISHING” by Earnest Hemingway, the Toronto Star Weekly 1920.
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Just for fun
A burglar broke into a house one night. He shined his flashlight around, looking for valuables.
He picked up a CD player to place in his sack, when a strange, disembodied voice echoed
from the dark saying, "Jesus is watching you."
He nearly jumped out of his skin, clicked his flashlight off, and froze. When he heard nothing
more after a bit, he shook his head and continued. Just as he pulled the stereo out so he
could disconnect the wires, clear as a bell he heard, "Jesus is watching you."
Freaked out, he shined his light around frantically, looking for the source of the voice. Finally,
in the corner of the room, his flashlight beam came to rest on a parrot.
"Did you say that?" he hissed at the parrot.
"Yep," the parrot confessed, then squawked, "I'm just trying to warn you that he's watching
you"
The burglar relaxed. "Warn me, huh? Who in the world are you?"
"Moses," replied the bird.
"Moses?" the burglar laughed. "What kind of people would name a bird Moses?"
"The kind of people that would name a Rottweiler Jesus."

As an angler, you may be fitted from the tips of your toes all the way around and out to the tip of
your rod with the finest and most expensive gear that Hardy Bros. has to offer and still turn out to
be a bum sport." Russell Chatham, Dark Waters, 1989
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2019 schedule
1st

July
July 10-14th
August 18th
Sept 10-15th
Oct 1st
Oct 7th
Nov 5th
Nov 11th
Dec 3rd
Dec 9th
Jan 7th 2020

Our Address:

Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot
PO BOX 692
Victor, MT 59875

Board meeting
Georgetown lake
Annual Picnic
Hebgen Lake
1st fall club meeting
Board meeting
club meeting
Board Meeting

Name tags and lanyards are ready and are
at the check in table. If you need a name tag
please contact Estelle at
je@shuttleworthje.com

ANNUAL MEETING & ELECTIONS

Board meeting
Club meeting

The club’s membership period is
January 1st to December 31st
of each year.

2019 Board of Directors
Bill Bean- President billbean.bean75@gmail.com
Estelle Shuttleworth-Past Pres je@shuttleworthje.com
Pierre Satkowiak-Secretary psatkowiak@gmail.com
Ken Quinn-Treasurer tarq46@gmail.com
Leon Powell- Roster eleonfish@gmail.com
Gary Kosaka-WebMaster- hikemastergk@gmail.com
Phil Romans-promans@aol.com
Greg Chester- gchester55@aol.com
Ed Gannon- edandck@gmail.com
Dick Ellis- ellis_r@fortlewis.edu

Individual: $ 25.00
Family: $35.00
A Family is 2 people in a domestic
relationship and their children under
18 years of age.
Newsletter editor:
Estelle Shuttleworth
je@shuttleworthje.com
406-381-0474

Warren Johns- Ichthyologist55@yahoo.com
Walt McCrumb – sikiQ4me@gmail.com

406-381-04

FFB Merchandise Program
FFB graphically labeled merchandise is
available at www.okeefesreef.com Sample
merchandise can be seen at
http://www.flyfishersofthebitterroot.org/
page
FFB members can order from the website
and have merchandise delivered to their
home.
We have negotiated a 10% discount with the
vendor on all orders from Club members.
Items for ladies also!

FFB HATS: RUMOR-COMING
SOON!!!
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